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Dear Councillors,

First of all let me congratulate you for your election int TDC. 

I am a resident in Mapua and also a keen cyclist. We do have a lot of cycle paths around our wonderful community and, together with a group
of friends, I use them a lot. There is only one major problem, which is cycling to Richmond.

The Mapua ferry is a great institution for cyclists and anybody enjoying the beaches and walkways on Rabbit Island. My family used to have a
annual pass for years now and intend to keep this.

The major problem I have with the ferry is, that they operate too late in the morning with the first crossing at 10am and no operation during
weekdays in the four winter months. That means, that anybody who wants to bike to Richmond or Nelson earlier in the morning or in winter has
to ride on the highway down to Redwood Road at Seyfried Estates. From there one can connect to the cycle path again.

While there is no problem between Mapua and the Masey Road/Westdale Road junction, it becomes rather dangerous further south. Specially
between Research Orchard Road and Seyfried the road is quite narrow and dangerous for cyclists.

Therefore it does not really encourage people to use their bikes to get to Richmond on the bike. I would sometimes do that to get small errands
done, but instead use my car. Also, when our biking group goes that way, we mostly drive to Rabbit Island car park or Sandeman Reserve to
start our tour.

If there would be a cycle way between Mapua and Redwood Road, we would bike from here instead of using the car. I don’t know what the
possible solution to this could be. There were thoughts of a bridge to Rabbit Island to replace the ferry, not my favourite for various reasons. A
cycle track along side the highway? Why not?

Having the ferry run full time with an earlier departure, maybe on weekdays only? Another thought.

I know that the ferry is a private entity, but it could still be part of public transport. As far as I know it is supported by TDC anyway.

I am aware that there are other more pressing matters, but maybe you can keep this in your thoughts as well.

Kind regards

Reinhard Gebhard
reinhardg0753@gmail.com
M +64 27 303 7001
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